Whether you want to add digital impressioning to your existing workflow or expand your digital footprint—the 3M™ True Definition Scanner provides unparalleled:

- **Accuracy**: Proven to be more accurate—and more consistently accurate—than other leading intraoral scanners
- **Ease of Use**: Innovative design for fast, easy and comfortable scanning
- **Affordability**: Low cost of entry into digital impressioning

Making a great impression couldn’t be easier. The 3M™ True Definition Scanner’s 3D-in-motion video technology generates a true replica of the oral anatomy in real time, allowing users to view and control the scan on the touch screen while scanning.

For additional information see www.3M.com/TrueDef
Innovative Design for a Better Overall Experience

The 3M™ True Definition Scanner has the smallest wand on the market for fast and easy scanning. The lightweight wand is ergonomically balanced and allows one-handed scanning from multiple positions. It handles like a traditional dental hand piece; narrow, angled tip provides easy access to the posterior. The small profile and fast scan time make it more comfortable for you, your staff and your patients.

Accurate Enough for Your Most Challenging Cases

When it comes to creating the perfect impression, accuracy is everything. The 3M™ True Definition Scanner is proven to be more accurate — and more consistently accurate — than other leading intraoral scanners.1

The 3M™ True Definition Scanner is accurate enough for your most challenging cases — long-span bridges, multi-unit restorations and full-arch dentistry — where there is little tolerance for distortion or error.

3M™ True Definition Scanner impressions have been used to create thousands of cases tracking at a clinically proven fit rate of 99.7% for dental restorations.2 The accuracy is so reliable, many cases don’t even require a model. These precisely fitting restorations eliminate the need for retakes, remakes and adjustments. Doctors who’ve used it say restorations just “drop right in.”

Limit Your Investment — Expand Your Options

Device Cost: $16,995. Purchase price includes one year service and warranty as well as one day of in-office training.

Monthly Data Plans: Our affordable, subscription-based Data Plans for dentists include unlimited software upgrades and updates, guaranteeing you always have the latest software without unexpected fees. Your monthly cost remains the same, but with each case, you increase the return on your investment.

Standard Data Plan = $199.00/month
The Standard Data Plan is designed to cover the majority of crown and bridge work in a typical office: securely send digital impressions and STL files to your lab or design and mill chairside.

Advanced Data Plan = $329.00/month
With the Advanced Data Plan you get everything included in the Standard Data Plan and the ability to digitally restore implants or prescribe clear aligners.

99.7% Fit Rate
- Faster seating times and fewer return visits associated with remakes
- Lower material and labor costs
- Improved patient convenience, satisfaction and loyalty

The 3M™ True Definition Scanner is the smallest wand on the market.

---

1 For additional information see www.3M.com/TrueDef
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